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By Maryellen Weimer, PhD
Interleaving is not a well-known term among those who teach, and it’s not a moniker
whose meaning can be surmised, but it’s a well-researched study strategy with positive
eﬀects on learning. Interleaving involves incorporating material from multiple class
presentations, assigned readings, or problems in a single study session. It’s related to
distributed practice—studying more often for shorter intervals (i.e., not cramming). But it is
not the same thing. Typically, when students study and when teachers review, they go over
what was most recently covered, or they deal with one kind of problem at a time.
There’s a certain logic behind this usual approach. Content feels easier to handle if it’s
kept in the order in which it was presented. It feels better to get one kind of problem under
your belt before moving on to the next. But here’s the problem: most of us don’t put test
questions or problems on exams in the order in which they were presented. We mix things
up. Typically, the ﬁrst time that our students see the content out of order is on the exam—
when the stakes are high and stress and anxiety make the new organization harder to
handle.
But the value of interleaving extends beyond students’ comfort with the order of our
exams’ content. It’s about retrieval practice, having students regularly revisit recently
acquired knowledge. The more often they ﬁnd it, call back to it, review it, and connect it
with what they already know, the more likely they are to understand and remember it.
Beyond that is how mixing concepts or problems builds more and stronger connections
between them. Students tend to see concepts as free-standing information bits. The
connections that are obvious to us aren’t necessarily apparent to them. But the regular
review of previously covered material allows us to propose and them to discover how
course content interconnects.
Now, we can propose this wonderful study technique to students and watch them yawn.
They think they know how to study. They’ll go over the content, starting from the last test,
and save the serious review until the night before the exam. They’re convinced that’s the
best way to study.
However, rather than merely talking about it, we can be demonstrating this and other
eﬀective study strategies. Rachael Blasiman describes a straightforward review technique
she used in introductory psychology course sections that combined both interleaving and
distributed practice. Every class session started with a ﬁve-to-ten minute review. It
contained key concepts covered in the previous class session and randomly selected
material from earlier sessions. The collection of concepts appeared on a PowerPoint slide,
which she had students explain. She corrected or elaborated upon their responses as
needed. Some of the concepts from previous sections came up for review once and some
were reviewed multiple times.
That was it, and that application of interleaving and distributed practice resulted in
students in the experimental sections performing 8 percent better on the ﬁnal exam than
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those in the sections without the review. Moreover, the more often a concept was
reviewed, the better students performed on questions related to it. Can we use evidence
like this to convince students? Maybe we could conduct a quasi-empirical trial in a class.
As always, there’s the question of how much content we have to cover and whether we
have the time to devote to it. What makes this technique persuasive is that most of us
already begin class with some sort of review, so it could easily be transformed into a
review of content presented several sessions ago, especially if that content has relevance
to today’s new material. If we explain the reasons for this shuﬄed review, if we encourage
students to see if the technique makes understanding the content easier, and if we discuss
it in terms of speciﬁc exam questions during the exam debrief, I’m thinking that some
students might add it to their study repertoire.
There is one caveat: students need to be warned up front that this isn’t a technique that
makes studying easier. In fact, it makes studying harder, but it makes understanding and
remembering easier, so the payoﬀ comes on the exam, in the courses that follow, and in
the learning they will be doing as professionals.
Reference: Blasiman, R. N., (2017). Distributed concept reviews improve exam
performance. Teaching of Psychology, 44 (1), 46-50. [There’s more about this study in the
February issue of the Teaching Professor newsletter.]
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Top Hat’s interactive, cloud-based teaching platform enables professors to engage
students inside and outside the classroom with compelling content, tools and
activities. Millions of students at 700 leading North American colleges and
universities use the Top Hat teaching platform. Visit www.tophat.com today!
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The Teaching Professor newsletter
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The Teaching Professor newsletter was founded in 1987 with a simple goal in mind:
Create a newsletter that helps college faculty improve their teaching, share best practices,
and stay current on the latest pedagogical challenges and improvements.
Since that time, The Teaching Professor has become a trusted source for tens of
thousands of educators who are committed to creating a better learning environment.
Each issue delivers thought-provoking and actionable advice on a wealth of critical topics,
including:
Improving student learning
Integrating instructional technologies
Designing eﬀective course assignments
Energizing and re-inspiring yourself in mid-career
Responding to course evaluations and feedback
Dealing with diﬃcult students
Getting students to read what’s assigned
Improving the Scholarship of Teaching and Learning
The Teaching Professor is edited by Maryellen Weimer, PhD, professor emerita at Penn
State Berks. Dr. Weimer has been at the helm of The Teaching Professor since the very
beginning and is one of the nation’s most respected authorities on eﬀective college
teaching. You read her blog on Faculty Focus every week. The newsletter has even more
practical, insightful, and relevant articles geared toward instructors who are striving for
teaching excellence.
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